Preparation for phase III HIV vaccine efficacy trials: methods for the determination of HIV incidence.
Accurate estimates of HIV incidence that reflect the effect of non-vaccine interventions (education, counselling, condom promotion, and possibly sexually transmitted disease treatment) and that may be provided in a Phase III vaccine efficacy trial, are needed so that vaccine trial population sample sizes can be accurately determined. In order to avoid delays in the implementation of efficacy trials, well characterized cohorts must also be developed and available to participate in such trials. We reviewed the potential study populations, the epidemiologic methods for the determination of HIV incidence (using open cohort, closed cohort, and seroprevalence data methods), and the need for the development of population cohorts in preparation for Phase III HIV vaccine efficacy trials. Phase III trials in developed and developing countries. Comparison of open and closed cohorts and those using seroprevalence data to estimate HIV incidence. Open and closed cohorts each have disadvantages and advantages. However, the open cohort may be more suitable for determining estimates of HIV incidence that reflect non-vaccine interventions and for the development of a well characterized cohort available to participate in efficacy trials. Careful preparation of research infrastructures and population cohorts will help ensure the successful conduct of scientifically and ethically sound HIV vaccine efficacy trials in the future.